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I. Classical optimising methods “Trial and Error” 
reached their limits! 

 

 
Bat, digitalisation of drying technology offers incomparable more information 
from process than simple using of separate individual measurements. 
Digitalisation supplants expensive measurement equipment enabling 
valuable process data from difficult accessible places with hard ambient 
conditions, which increases process transparency enormously. This is the 
key approach to increase production efficiency, stabilise paper quality 
parameters and simultaneously reduce operational costs and energy 
consumption. 

 
 

Digitalisation answers everlasting questions like:  
 

- How efficiently works water removal in press section? 

- What are the cylinder surface temperatures?  

- What is the web dryness at inlet to drying section? 

- What is efficiency of air-air heat exchangers in heat recovery area? 

- What is the dew point in exhaust air?  

- What is the web dryness before clupak? 

- What is the web temperature profile in drying section? 

 
 
Digitalisation opens widely window to the process and enables 
continuous evaluation of operational efficiency. These and many other 
process information can be derived to stabilise paper quality and decrease 
operational costs.  
  
 
AutomationX together with CF Procsim developed principally new 
information and control system for crucial areas of paper drying based on 
physical simulation. 

 
 

http://www.procsim.eu/
http://www.automationx.com/
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II. Areas of ePDE 
 

1. Cleaning management for paper machine clothing 
- increases production capacity,  
- reduces steam consumption,  
- saves cleaning chemicals 
- extends felt operational life 

 
Dewatering efficiency in the press section is derived from continuous 
calculation of web dryness after press section for each grade 
separately. Cleaning management defines felt cleaning interval and 
duration according to the efficiency of water removal.  

 
 

2. Calculation of Cylinder surface temperature  
- increases paper production capacity 
- brings production close to technological limits 

 
ePDE continuously calculates surface temperature for each cylinder 
in drying section as results of PM speed and steam pressure. This 
important value especially for first steam cylinder group or for Yankee 
cylinder is in reality always below its technological limits. 
 
ePDE calculates cylinder heat transfer parameters and controls cylinder 
steam pressure according to the surface temperature set point. 

 
 

3. Web dryness in each MD position at cylinder section 
- stabilises paper quality parameters 
- replace risky hand sampling  

 
Without any additional measurement ePDE calculates and controls 
web dryness before clupak, lime press, or in any other MD position. 
This contribute to stabilising of paper quality significantly! 

 

http://www.procsim.eu/
http://www.automationx.com/
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4. Heat recovering information system for heat 
exchangers 
- saves steam for fresh air heating 

 
ePDE calculates decreasing efficiency changes of all air-air heat 
exchangers due to dust contamination and express it as a more steam 
consumption. This is valuable information for maintenance activities. 

 
 
 

5. PM Hood air control system 
- saves steam for fresh air heating 
- reduces power consumption for fresh and exhaust air 

fans 

 
ePDE calculates air balance in PM Hood and exhaust air moisture. 
Based on this information ePDE controls fresh and exhaust air fans 
according to the exhaust air moisture set point. This system minimise 
false air and controls fresh air to meet grade requirements.  

 
 
 

6. Web temperature in each MD position at cylinder 
section 
- replaces risky hand measurements  
- gives complete picture about drying conditions 
- helps to stabilise paper quality parameters 

 
ePDE calculates web temperature and connected evaporation rate as 
MD profiles. This important (but not available) technological information 
especially for drying of coating layer contributes to stabilising of paper 
surface quality significantly! 

 
 
 

http://www.procsim.eu/
http://www.automationx.com/
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III. Physical simulation of paper drying 
 
Physical simulation of paper drying is mathematical copy of physical, technical 

and technological parameters and functions of real drying process. PM 

simulator represents real process with accuracy similar to the measurement 
instrumentation and responds to control signals in the same way as the real 
process. This opens up quiet new horizons of process control. 
 
Figure 1. Validation is an important part of physical simulation. Validation of simulated paper 
machine is performed offline. The simulated mass and energy flows reflect the flows of the 
real machine. The identical set points generate the same results. Deviations are only in 
scope of instrumentation accuracy.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Results 

 
 
 
Figure 2. Example of identical process set points for PM startup “speed, BW and dryness” 
leads to the same results “gas consumption” - real machine (blue), virtual one (red) 
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IV. Enhanced Paper Drying Expert 
 

ePDE is composed from MPC Model Predictive Controller and PM Simulator.  
 
Figure 3. The configuration bellow enables to test, tune and optimise control activities online 
on PM simulator.  Only then the new set points are applied to the real process. Optimized set 
points from simulated future carry out the process to the new targets using the best way 
there. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
MPC reads via OPC production targets and measured values from DCS. After 
that the MPC sends recipes and new targets to the PM Simulator and tunes 
control variables (set points) in order to receive required results from virtual 
future. The optimized set points are transferred via OPC back to the customer 
DCS as remote set points. 
 
Figure 4. ePDE communication principle. Any process variable can be emulated by simulator 
and displayed as soft sensors on operator screens.   
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MPC sends new SPs to the PM simulator and “ask” 
for process results in following way: 
1. reads new production targets from DCS 
2. searches for the best SPs and ramping 

3. sends new SPs as remote back to DCS 

4. learns and adapts to eliminate equipment wear 
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V. MPC Technology combined  with physical  
simulation solves three important tasks: 

 

1. Minimises production lost, time and broke between 2 working points 
2. Provides difficult measurable process values like dryness after press 

section, air moisture in the dryer hood, web surface temperature etc. 
increasing process transparency enormously. 

3. Evaluates efficiency changes of selected aggregates and quantifies wear. 
 

The new control system ePDE frequently reads during steady state phase 
selected process data and maps equipment parameters and paper properties 
according to the PM performance. The continuously tracing of these parameters 
enables to calculate efficiency changes and consequently energy lost.  
 
Figure 5. Principal representation of web drying processes running on cylinder  
 

 
 
Figure 6. MD direction profiles for all significant process variables give imagination about 
simulation complexity. The first profile shows surface temperature of drying cylinders (red) 
and paper web temperature in PM (blue). The second profile shows paper web moisture and 
the third one the evaporation rate on cylinder and in air pockets. 
 

 

The most important equipment of drying process in PM is 
cylinder. The steam condensate and fabric define heat 
transfer to the paper web and air conditions define 
evaporation. The virtual paper machine simulates this 
complex of relationships using countless number of 
scientific publications, machine technical data, 

technological recipes and production targets.    

http://www.procsim.eu/
http://www.automationx.com/
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VI. PM Upgrade with physical simulation 
 

The majority of all paper machines was rebuilt several times in order to increase 
production capacity. The "less important" parts such as recuperation, ventilation 
equilibrium, exhaust heat and sometimes steam and condensate system were 
not particularly preferred. The original concept for energy efficiency has 
changed dramatically.  
 
Simulation is the only means by which planned capital investments to boost the 
drying performance of paper machines (to save energy or increase capacity) 
can be effectively proven in the pre-project phase. The technical design of 
planned upgrades is optimized and tuned before the project start to rule out any 
unpleasant surprises later. The effectiveness of new equipment can be 
observed in the virtual paper machine using supplier guaranteed parameters. 
 
This brings a massive and efficient support for all technical issues and reduces 
project risks significantly. Virtual technology brings higher project profit through 
lower project costs, optimized solutions and shorter start-up time 
 
Figure 7. User interface to the virtual machine installed offline on PC is the similar to the real 
one, but displays incomparably more process data, which enables understandable and quick 
check of simulated results before and after upgrade.  
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